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Profiting from Non-Guaranteed Inventory with Dynamic
Allocation
At a glance:
Many publishers don't sell all of their ad inventory. In these situations, publishers might not serve any ads
or might serve less valuable ads, therefore losing potential earnings. Google AdSense is integrated with
DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP) Small Business to ensure that publishers are always showing the
highest paying ad available.
Through a process called Dynamic Allocation, AdSense can compete in real-time with a publisher’s nonguaranteed inventory in order to deliver the highest paying ad available.
How it works:

Dynamic allocation works by passing Google AdSense the CPM value associated with the ad that DFP
Small Business has selected and is about to serve. The technology then uses this CPM value as the
minimum CPM for the auction. If AdSense can provide the publisher with a net CPM value higher than
they would have gotten from delivering their directly booked, non-guaranteed ad, AdSense will deliver an
ad. If, however, the directly booked ad’s CPM value is higher, it ignores any bids coming in from
AdSense.
As a result of this ad server integration, publishers have a risk-free way to get the highest yield for every
non-guaranteed impression they sell through their indirect sales channels.
An additional benefit of dynamic allocation is that it ensures there is a deep pool of ads to deliver for any
given piece of inventory, reducing the probability that the publisher delivers a house or zero-value ad.

Why should I use Dynamic Allocation?
• Ge
Gett the bes
bestt price
price:: AdSense ads will only appear if they're able to pay you more than the alternatives,
so there's no risk of losing revenue. Google will always serve the highest paying AdSense ad available,
and will never lower the price of the winning ad, or reduce your earnings from it.
• Maximiz
ximizee oppor
opporttunities: Access to hundreds of thousands of advertisers means more competition for
every impression, more relevant ads, and ads for all of your inventory.
• Main
aintain
tain con
contr
trol
ol and eefficienc
fficiencyy: Proprietary ad server integration with DFP Small Business provides a
flexible, hassle free way to maximize revenue from all of your online ad inventory.
How do I get started?
To enable Dynamic Allocation for your ad units:
1. In your DFP Small Business account, click the In
Invven
enttor
oryy tab, then click Ad unit
unitss on the left-hand
panel.
2. In the ad units table, click the appropriate ad unit.
3. Next to 'AdSense settings,' click Edit
dit.
4. Select the box “M
“Maaximiz
ximizee rreevenue o
off unsold and rremnan
emnantt in
invven
enttor
oryy with A
AdSense
dSense.”
.”
5. (Optional) Edit AdSense settings.
6. Click Sa
Savve.
Google AdSense ads will only appear in an ad unit only if all of the following criteria are met:
• AdSense is enabled for the ad unit.
• The competing line item's priority type is: network, bulk, price priority, or house.
• The CPM of the AdSense ad is higher than the alternative ad available.
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